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Article 17

treated by J. C. Ford and G. Kelly in:
Contemporary Moral Theology /1:
Marriage Questions pp 365-367 (Westminster, Md.: Newman , 1964), who
concluded that the Jiceity of the use of
contraceptive agents under these circumstances was at least solidly probable. Whether "intercourse" against the
will (rape) can be equated with "intercourse" in the absence of valid consent
(statutory rape) has not, to my knowledge, been analyzed by moral theologians. I do , however, believe that it
would be difficult to maintain that
mentally ill persons could not give
consent to marriage but could give
consent to the object of the marriage
contract. The question does not imply
that under certain circumstances ·contraception is permitted by the Catholic
Church; it does imply that under
certain circumstances the use of contraceptive agents does not belong to
the species of condemned acts, namely
the interference with a human act (as
above described) of intercourse.
There remains the question of
what, in the light of these questions (if
they have validity), constitutes ethical
behavior by the patient and by the
physician. Foregoing an analysis of the
ethical behavior of a schizophren ic
patient , I do believe that guidelines
may be established for the psychiatrist
or obstetrician who does not have the
time to await an opinion of the Rota.
It would be my contention that a
physician , faced with a psychiatrically
ill patient , and convinced that the
patient could not validly enter into a
marriage contract, can ethically pre-

scribe contraceptive agents to such
patient until he is reasonably co1
vinced that in the realm of intercour
she can act with the degree of adve
tence requ ired for contractil
marriage.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The analysis of whether the admi
stra tion of contraceptive agents con tutes direct or indirect sterilizat ior s
not the sole criterion for the anal) s
of whether it is licit to administer SL h
agents. A separate analysis demand a
consideration of whether the patien IS
capable of positing a human act in e
realm of intercourse. It may be reas• ,Jably concluded that if the physiciar is
convinced that the patient is not i1 a
state of mental health to permit en y
into a valid contract of marriage, sh is
incapable of validly entering into ,e
object of that contract , namely in· rcourse. In arriving at a sound judgm. ll
in this matter it is wise to remem er
that the psychical capacity for n rriage (and therefore for intercou ~)
"must be placed within the gras1 >f
the vast majority of people"; "r rriage" (and therefore intercou e)
" may not be, as it were, placed eyond the psychological range of 1e
average person, or even beyond n 1y
whose psychological range is be ,w
average" (W. M. van Ommeren in
Mental Illness Affecting Matrimt ial
Consent, p. 102. Catholic Unive1 ty
of America Press, Washington, I C.,
1961).

Fred M. Taylor, M.D.
It is in life as it is in ways, the shortest
way is commonly the foulest, and
surely the fairer way is not much
about.
Bacon, Advancement of
Learning,
Book II. Chap. 23,

i

pp.45, 1605

!
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Part II

Physician And Tutor
In ISO I, in his 40th year, Linacre's
role as Royal physician was cast: he
was appointed a court physician in
charge of the health of King Henry
VII, one of t he highest honors a
doctor of medicine could at that time
achieve. But he also was entrusted
with the health-care of Prince Arthur,
the young Prince of Wales, brother of
Henry, future King Henry VIII , and
*Adapted f rom an address before
Th e Osler Society, Baylor University College of Medicine, The
Texas M edical Center, January
6, 196/ .

Part I appeared in the
May, 1971 issue of L.Q.
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Princess Mary, the elder son and
daughter of Henry VII and Elizabeth
of York. In addition , he was appointed
their Royal tutor.4 4
It is of interest that Lin acre had
already translated for Arthur, Proclus'
astronomical treatise , De Sphera, and
in 1499 had it printed at Venice by
Aldus Romanus. 4 5 Linacre described
Princess Mary as having not only a
"marvelous disposition to every virtue ... but a noble and instinctive
genius to learning ..." 4 6 At seventeen, however, in the interest of the
King's diplomatic foreign policy, she
would marry and become Queen Mary
of France. Linacre, in an early grammatical effort, had prepared for Princess Mary a Latin grammar in English
which was the forerunner of a famous
publication, the Rudimenra Grammalices (Rudiments of Grammar)
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( 1570). Together with De Emendata
Structura /Jatini Sermonis (On the
Emended Structure of the Latin Language) (1 524), in six books, one of the
profoundest texts of its kind and
published just before his death, these
two hook' on Latin established Linacre a~ Eu ro,"le's illust rious grammarian
and leadint, philologist for more than a
century. 4 7
Young Prince Arthur, in contrast to
his robust brother, was frail and sickly.
In his fifteenth year , however, he was
married to Catherine of Aragon.
daughter of a powerful new monarchy,

the

joint

sovereigns of Spain,

Ferdinand and Isabella. Although this
famous marriage was also negotiated
by the scheming King Henry VII for
diplomatic good-will , as well as a huge
cash dowery. there was hope that it
would ''be fortunate and of good
omen to England ."4 8 But it ended
tragically four and a half months later
when Prince Arthur died of the English sweat. or the sweating sickness, a
devastating illness in which. according
to More . "death always comes. if it
does come, on the first day. " 4 9
~a t hcr~ne.

however. would recover and
enter mto a second marriage, which
perhaps because of failure to bear a
royal son. would end even more tragically than the first.

Eight years later, on April 22,
1509, King Henry VII , who had annually presided over the elaborate ritual
and cere mony of "Touching for the
King's Evil ." 5 0 died of "consumption" following a course resembling
tuberculosis. The next day. "to the
blast of trumpets,'' Henry VIII, who
had been reared in an atmosphere of
serious study of language and theology
in preparation fo r a religious vocation,
was crowned King. He was eighteen.

Tall and handsome , gifted and deep'
religious, he would later earn for h
zeal in theological controversy wit
Luther, the papal title , Defender •
the Faith. But insufferably unp•
dictable - doubtless a st rain on tl
character of anyone around him - ,
also had an immensely passionate CO!
pulsion fo r having his own way .
Indeed , six weeks after his accessi'
he proceeded forthw ith to mar
Catherine, 23 years old, the wife of I
deceased brother, Arthur.

Meanwhile, Linacre spent increas
time on the preparation of his La
grammars and translations of class•
works in medicine. But he also ente
the private pract ice of medicine. h
liable in both work and pract ice ,
skill as a physician became wid :
recognized, and King Henry V III :1 >
appointed him Physician to
King. 52 In London Lin acre lived
Knightrider Street not far from
palace, nor far from the Cathedr.. f
St. Paul where John Colet. onl' f
Linacre 's closest friends and assoc1
- and apparently the on ly person ' 1
whom he ever really quarrelled
s
the Dean .53 Linacre, enjoying
e
confidence and favor of royal an, •ties. fared well; he attended the lw h
of those in state and Church.
d
developed a busy court and consu' .g
practice. His position became on. lf
influence. and he promoted inc tsingly the cause of science and te
welfare of the public. Moreove1 te
carried out his painstaking studic of
humane literature and compl c:d
translations of so me of Galen's G• ck
medical works: De Sanitate Tu< do
(On the Preservation of Health ) i•. six
books, and Methodus Medendi A
Method of Healing), in 14 books. ere
published in 15 17 and 1519.54 ~ tdt
was dedicated to Henry VIII . em ha-

sizing that Linacre sought ·•not only to
provide correct translations of sound
Greek text, but to clanfy errors in
interpretation based , in part , on an
incorrect textual tradition." ' 2

J

De Temperamenti • et De lnaequali
lntemperie (On the Temperaments and
on Unequal Temperaments) were dedicated to Pope Leo X. and printed at
Linacre's first
Cambridge in 15 2 1
translations to be published in England. His last three works of Galen also
appeared in England : De Naturalibus
Facultatibus (On the Natural Faculties) 1523; and De Symptomntibus De
Symptomatum Differemiis (On the
Differences Between Symptoms)
(1528). 54

Eagerness of the Humanists

'

~

In the turbulent reign of King
Henry Vlll , which witnessed the hardening of the King's will and the worsening of his temper. Linacre, whenever
and however, gave immeasurable assistance to Renaissance learning in England. Cardinal Wolsey, Henry VII I's
Minister of State, and one of Linacre's
patients, was so affected over the
worth of the new learning that he not
only encouraged scholarship wherever
he could but endowed Oxford for a
study of the humani ties. Thus, for a
brief decade of time (between 1509
and 1519) a gratifying c hange in England's intellectual cli ma te was noted.
There prevailed hope and optimism
among English scholars that the new
humanism was actually replacing medieval ways of thinking and that it
would pave the way to widen intellec~ual horizons and ultimately revive
Objective thought. Even Erasmus
noted: " ... It is marvelous how wide-

spread and how abundant is the harvest of ancient learning which is nourishing in this country." 40
But ignorance and secularism, as
well as de,P\>-rooted medieval complacency, were commonplace. Despite the
eagerness of the humanists to reform
ecclesiastical abuses by a sterner spirit
of faith and reason , Martin Luther,
convinced neither of the value of time
nor the worth of peace , and not
foreseeing the savage consequences of
his actions, hammered his Ninety-five
Theses to the door of All Saints
Church in Wittenberg. Germany. The
ground-swell of political and religious
forays which short ly wracked the
backward and brilliant alike of Western Europe was well started.
But ignorance and secu arism, as
well as deep-rooted medieval
m lacency, nortn-the-'"dogged work of
experimental effort. Nor did his ability
as a physician even differ much from
that of other consulting physicians of
the times. His fame was his quality of
objectivity- his ability to observe and
describe carefully. Thus he "introduced the seeds of a more precise and
objective mode of thought. .. .'' 55 Although he translated accurately the
actual texts of the classic authorities in
medicine an d philosophy in their original language, his scholarly translations
of Galen, however worthwhile, opened
no magic-like doors to the immediate
advancemen t of medical science. Nor
was tltis even intended. If Lin acre had
anything at all to do with it, even the
tater adva ncemen t of medicine- and
medicine, in order to advance , had to
cut itself free from the unquestio~
authority of Galen - he broke the
chains of Galen's ancient authority
and of intellectual infantilism primarily through his attitude of objectivity,
obviously the very core of the scien-
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tific attitude. He pointed out errors
and mistakes of the past, but neither
ma de nor urged a complete break with
the past. He put tradition- whether it
concerns medicine and an or religion
Jnd political science-in its proper
prc:.pective, and emphasized a fact,
which eternally needs emphasizing,
that new knowledge need neither destroy high ideals nor bury what is right
and good .
For the More Learned
Linacre , however, was concerned
ove r the quality of medical practice
and the standards of medical learning
existing in England at the time . On
one occasion he said critically:
... whilst medicine, the most profitable
of the sciences, whose reputation and
power had been almost an nulled by the
presumption and importunity of th e
un skillful and ignorant, has been du ly
estimated , 1there is) certain hope excited no t only of its less abuse in future,
but of its re-establishment in its ancient
state and dignity. u

~

Linacre labored to establish medicine in a state of dignity and to
increase the standards of medical care
and learning. He also desired to establish in England one or more schools of
medicine which would rooably 15e
patterned after the one in Padua. But
caught in the inexorable binds of
political hostility and ecclesiastical
strife, and in the violent changes
coming about in every area of social
and intellectual life, the fulfillmen t of
many of Linacree's reform-aims in
medicine and medical education was
deterred for centuries to co me . All
essen tial steps had been taken wh ich
would bring about a religious revolution. To make matters desperately
worse , the country was beset with the
dreadful ravages of plague.
Sir Thomas More, an enlightened
health reformer himself. envisaging

:!00

public-water supplies and drain
systems, established a system
publi c-health administration
quarantine laws to help counter
spread of plague. 57 In I 518 he or
ed "the mayor of Oxford , where ~
plague was raging, to confine infet J
persons within their homes for f, y
days, to prohibit all animals indo s,
and to appoint special officers to~ p
the streets cleansed and to t n
refuse.'' 5 8 But in addition, there ' ·e
epidemics of chickenpox , tubercu is
and smallpox, and indeed of the n. ly
introduced syphilis, hitherto pandt ic
in rtaly. Each nourishing epidl lie
took a toll of life, and of body nd
mind , not only of the ignorant b1 of
the brilliant. And however incre Jle
now, the hysteria of witchcraft at all
the frightful consequences of beh in
witches, was everywhere rampant

worst. Linacre worked for a system
which would correct this, a system
that would not merely grant a person
the right and license to pract ice medicine, but restrict the privilege to those
qualified to practice 11. In 15 11 , for
the first time in England , and largely
through Linacre's lead..:r:.hip, authority
to regulate the practtce of medicine by
licensure was established. This authority and power was set up by an Act of
Parliamen t but wa~ granted to the
Bishop of London, or the Dean of St.
Paul's Cathedral, or in case of physicians practicing outside Lon don, to
the diocesan bishops.60 Although this
put the examination of physiciancandidates in the hands of the Church.
it nonetheless was the stan of an
effort to correct megular medical
practitioners and lessen incompetent
practice.

The English doctors were
)t
organized then as the medical p
ssion is today. As a matter of fact
ly
a few physicians were Docto·- )f
Medicine, and they usually wen. nsultants. Even most physiciam td
scant training, many on ly in scho• of
experience, and licensed o nJ ~ oy
human credulity. 1 2 Most general JCtice, for instance, was carried ou tot
by physicians but by ba rber~ od
apothecaries. AIt hough 1he dL vrs
themselves were not an unorga ed
rabble, 32 the progession was :set
with persons plainly unqualifie1' tnd
untrained. It also was beset witl tee,
for it was made up of herb anc oot
doctors, plain everyday quack, unqualified midwives, and " wise Wl 1en,
of whom there was no scarcity.5 But
the medical profession- and this w•1uld
appear to be a handicap at any st. e of
the profession's evolut ion- was ·pen
to anyone who could read, inde 1, to
some who couldn' t read. Thus 1edi·
cine included no t only illiterac and
quackery but empiricism at it very

The practice of medicine, as well as
its control, however, was already
emerging as a function distinct from
the Church. Indeed , in England, seven
years later, Linacre, with the assistance
of Cardinal Wolsey, the Lord Chancellor, through whose hands for 14 years
the entire affairs of the royal kingdom
passed , and who would be succeecl<>d
by Thomas More, procured from King
Henry VIII on September 10, 151 8,
through the authority of Parliament , a
royal charter which established for the
"more learned members of the profession," the Royal College of Physicians.60 This was England's first
coherent medical organization; but it
was a stern organization. Linacre, a
person also outstanding in affairs of
state, drew up the constitution of the
Royal College of Physicians, itself a
standing monument to his constructive
genius and far-seeing judgment. In the
annals of the Royal College, John
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Caius, the second president of the
College, and like Linacre, one of it s
most influential members, wrote of
the Constitution:
Henry the Eighth, the most serene
King of Britain, in order that he migh t
preserve his people from the dangers and
errors of unskilled persons, on 23 September 1518, and the tenth year of his
reign, by his charter of letters patent,
sealed with the great seal of England,
granted in perpetuity the establishment
of a College of Physicians of London,
and, in the name of the College, he gave
to John Chamber, Thomas Linacre,
Ferdinand de Victoria, his physicians,
and to Richard Halswel, John Franciscus, and Robert Yaxley, leading physicians of the city of London, power to
choose a president from the fellows, ...
to plead lawsuits before any judges to
prevent anyone, unless licensed by th e
CoUege, from prac tising medicine in the
City of London, its suburbs or within an
area of seven miles around, or be fined
five pounds for each month ; to make
statutes, to call meet ings, to establish
four judges or censors of the writings,
morals and medicaments of anyone
practising medicine, ... to punish offenses by imprisonment or fine, and to
be exempt from the burdensome affairs,
commands, and services of the city. 6 0

Linacre was the fi rst president of
the Royal College of Physicians. holding that office until his death six years
later. 61 He also was its first benefactor, providing the College substantial financial support and bequeathing
it his books and his Stone-House on
Knightrider's Street. The College
would continue to hold its meetings in
Linacre's house for nearly a hundred
years. Both house and the majority of
the books, however, were destroyed in
the London fire of 1666.62

In addition to his reforms in medicine (and this would be of interest to
administrators of modern university
departments) Linacre was one of the
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first persons to endow, however
modest the precedent might seem today , un iversity teaching and a professorial chair to encourage both the
study and the teaching of medicine.
He appointed a board of trustees to
which he conveyed his estates in Kent,
England (apparent ly acquired in part
from hjs success£ul medical practice),
and founded at Oxford and Cambridge
what is one of hls Lasting accomplishments : the Linacre Lectureship. 63
Special medical lecturers would be
required to have studied Aristotle and
Galen, and during their teaching period, usually for three years, abstain
from medical practice. 64 The Linacre
Foundation, however, was not granted
an official license until eight days
before his death. In addition, because
of dawdling rrusmanagement , as well as
administrative corruption which later
came about in the universities, the
lect ureship wou ld become completely
lost at Cambridge, but eventually revised at Oxford to establish innumerable years later, the present Linacre
Professorship of Physiology. 20
Spirited Conflict
Like most Englishmen of the time,
Linacre was Catholic. His int imate
Catholic frien ds were often occupied
with the innumerable complex factors
leading to the full-blown Reformation,
a brutal sequal, indeed a theological
failure, to the once bright promise of
the Renaissance. While both clerical
and lay humanists openly attacked the
abuses and egregious weaknesses of
ecclesiastica l life , and Erasmus was
literally shaking the ecclesiastical timbers in all their parts, a series of
women would prove the love of King
Henry VJH both dangerous and
deadly. As the shadow of papal wrath
stretched ominously over t he thunderous and stubborn will of Henry VIII,
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the latter, in 1533, announced I
secret marriage to Anne Boleyn. ( 1
September 7, 1533 , the future Que 1
Elizabeth was born , and after that t
number of men would keep th r
heads would be fewer and fewer. A J
matter of fa ct, however iconocla, c
Henry VII's notions on the indis 1ubility of a valid marriage and ;s
views on the supremacy of the H y
Pontiff, his infatuation with Anne d
his efforts to secure an annulm 11
from Catherine served to bring ab Jt
in England the kind of polit ical td
theological chimera that would a1 w
the Reformation to survive as a w ld
fo rce.
Erasmus had been in spirited >nOict not so mu ch with Luther. ut
primarily with Church authorit ic A
deeply religious man, Erasmus de ed
passionately to repair what was\\ ng
and clearly amiss, seeking howev• to
strenghen the Church not by clr ge
and violent religious provinciaJis.. 'ut
by reform of ecclesiastical pr:1 .:es
through peace and unity. Thu he
would gain in the history of the rth
and growth of the Reformation ond
he was under serious pressure 1nd
suspect from bot h sides- the ellknown parental-like reput. Jn:
"Erasmus laid an egg: Luther ha t1ed
it." Erasmu s and More, unlike :hameleons, however. kept their fait !
"The prob lem of what is due the
individual conscience, what 11 the
State, is indeed an eternal one, a1 not
a fe w people have been surprisl :md
distressed to find it emerging tol v, as
much alive as ever it was."6 5 But ' or a
point of individual conscit>nce " d of
fai th, and for denial of Royal su~ ·macy, Sir Thomas More, on the tn< ning
of J uly 6, 1535 , lost both hea and
beard on Tower Hill and had hem
exhibited upon London Bridge. 1 ight-
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een years earlier Erasmu,, fearful of
his future under llenry VIII , had left
England and sctllcd in Base!,
Switzerland. When news of Mores
execution reached L tasmus, the latter,
"worn out by wurJ.... d1sease and disappointment ,"66 and who would di~ the
next year, wrote of ht:. hfe-long fn end:
Thomas More, Lord ChanceiJor of
England, whose soul "a\ mo re pure tha.n
any snow, whose gen ius was such as
England never had yea, and never shall
have agai.n ... In M ore·~ death I seem to
have died myself; we had but one soul
between us. 66

One of the choice specimens of the
ideals of wisdom and virtue. More,
however vengefully disliked by Henry
VIII , would grow immensely in stature
and importan ce as the years passed._l-le
would be procla imed a martyred Sa1nt.
and become popularly known not only
as the Saint of the Renaissance, but as
the Patron of Catholic laymen everywhere. More, like Socrates, it is said,
died for freedom of conscience, with a
t of potent meaning on his lips:

l

'
'

... that they should pray for him in thi s
wo rld and he would pray for them
elsewhere protesting that he died the
King's go'oo servan t, bu t God's first.' 5

But also as the years passed, however once keen-witted the master of
political art, Henry VIII would instead
not only bring about the dissolution of
hundreds of monasteries in England
but the plunder of hospitals for the
sick, poor, and aged, and deliberately
lay waste more things o f beautyindeed the very things he once wanted,
loved and stood for- and more th ings
of promise than any other man in
European history .6 7
An Eminent Person

j

Meanwhile, Linacre had undertaken
the study of theology in order to
prepare for the priesthood . Four years
before his death- and probably about
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the time of Pope Leo X's official
excommunication of Luther inacre
was ordained priest. " M
con usion,
(however) exjsts as to the time. place.
· · " 1 2 He
and prelate at his ord .10at1?~
gave up h is practice of medtcme. serving neither as parish priest nor as
member of an order. He lived quietly
in London, and devoted his time to
further translations and writing ' 'in
ways dictated by the ideals of manhood ."32
Du ri n g his scholarly lifet ime
Linacre left no original creative work
except his Latin grammar. His chief
occupation was the translation of the
Greek writers into Latin which ou ld C..
con ti as t e major language , even in
medic 1 writing, through the eighteenth century. And because of a lack
of proper English words at the tit.ne.
the transJations of the Greek med1cal
words would result in our modern
Greco-Latin medical vocabulary. Thus
Linacre gave to medicine. to pa~a
phrase Sir William Osler, on~ of 1ts
most distinctive features- the ltght and
liberty of Greek thought.68 But he
aJso left what has been even more
valuable- "an example of a life of
devotion to learning, to medicine. and
.
..6 9
to the interests of human1ty.
In 1522, two years before his
death Linacre published Leonicenus's
eadie; t ranslat ion of Galen's manuscri pt , De Moto M_uscul~rum (~n the
Motion of the Muscles). Leontcenus,
one of the first medical humanists and
author of one of the first clinical
accounts on syphill is, t 2 with whom
Linacre had visited many years previously in Ferrara, Italy, had looked
up to Linacre as the person who would
become one of his brightest and
soundest u ils 9 Howevei prophetic.
Leo nus a;;:;ently was confident
in r: nacre's ability as a Greek scholar
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and translator. and in his ability as a
leader to develop in medicine the
attributes of intellectual and objective
perspective.

guile and deceit; faithful to his friends
distinguished in every class of society, :
few years before he died he was ordainec
priest. Full of yean he departed this life
much beloved, in the Year of Our Lor'
1524, on the twentieth day of Octo be
Virtue lives beyond funerary rites: Joh
Caius has erected this monument t
Thomas Unacre, a most distinguishe
physician, in the year 1551.12

On October 20, 1524, in London,
ThomJ \ Linacre died in his 64th year
from complications of kidney stones,
and was buried in old St. Paul's
Cathedral in London in a spot he
himself chose. 70
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